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Fraud, criminal activities and corruption – persistent global 
issue

companies has experienced significant fraud over 
last two years
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Perfect Storm
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5 fundamental questions

► What are our most significant compliance risks?
► Consider how your organization assesses its risks; is there a formalized, strategic risk assessment process to identify and prioritize the company’s most significant 

compliance risks? Are compliance risk assessments conducted on a regular basis? 

► Who is accountable for managing them? 
► Not only does the “governing authority” – i.e., the Board – need to be knowledgeable about the program and exercise reasonable oversight, but that “high-level 

personnel of the organization shall ensure that the organization has an effective compliance and ethics program”. It is impor tant to establish the right level of 

accountability for managing each compliance risk.

► What are they doing? 
► What is each risk owner doing to assure that the risk is being managed effectively? How are they tracking new compliance requirements and changes to existing 

requirements? How are they developing policies and related controls? How are they determining where their risks arise in the business, so that they can tailor policies 

and controls to those areas? How are they identifying employees to be trained on the policies and controls? How are they tracking questions about the policies and 

controls, and allegations of non-compliance? How are they monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of controls? 

► Is it working? 
► The CCO should be prepared to demonstrate that the compliance plan is effectively fulfilling its purpose of preventing and detecting non-compliance, and helping to 

improve business decisions. 

► How do we know? 
► The CCO should develop key metrics for the compliance program
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Know the business

► Profiling

► Country indices/scores/reputation

► Business culture of the market; political and economic environment

► History of the operations; past audits

► Local business model and drivers

► Involvement of the government (regulator, customer, interested 

party)

► Local efforts by industry associations

► Local enforcement efforts

► Overall sales goals; strategy and tactics

► Knowing management

► Linking to region:  issues and resources
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Know the product

► The influencer, decision-maker, buyer, user, recipient

► The brand plan and sales tactics

► The sales channel (tenders, formularies, distribution, pricing and discounting)

► Competitive products
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Using the Finance Department

► Building on the finance infrastructure

► How well is the compliance group teaming with finance?

► Reports from finance

► Disbursements and non-standard transactions (chargebacks, discounts, rebates, non-trade 

discounts, other, buyer-related expenses)

► Traditional accounting controls

► Segregation of duties

► Petty cash

► Contract process

► Vendor qualification
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Management Accountability

► Management accountability

► Inappropriate delegation to compliance department

► Compliance and not management is accountable

► When compliance approves transactions

► What’s on management’s dashboard?

► What is truly the tone set at the top?
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Compliance “hearts” the Business

► “Partnering” with the business

► Should the compliance group truly be a “business partner”?

► How does compliance work with the business

► What is the charge of compliance?

► Who are its partners?
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Transparency

► Transparency of transactions and accounting formalities

► Supporting documentation

► Specificity required

► Knowing the local practices and vulnerabilities

► Reliable approvals

► Trending and monitoring

► Price concessions

► Off-invoice, non-trade discounts

► Petty cash
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Tender Process

► Keeping track of tenders

► Nature of “ancillary” transactions (e.g., donations)

► Timing in relation to a tender decision 

► Totality of transactions involving the tendering entity 

► Totality of spend on such transactions

► Bid tampering

► Distributor involvement in tender process

► Dealings with persons from the tendering entity

► Involvement from the tendering entity
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Employee T&E

► Theme:  Use of reimbursement for questionable purposes

► Home made or purchased receipts and invoices

► Altered or fraudulent receipts and invoices

► Trending

► Approvals

► Training and reporting
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3rd party due diligence

► Do you know your third-parties?

► Reputation, background, financials, policies, training

► Who within the company deals with the third parties?

► Do you know exactly what they do for your company?

► Do you have contracts for ALL of these services?

► How do you monitor transactions?

► Is there a true right to audit?

► How much does the business “depend” on the third party?

► What requirements do you place on compliance training?

► Bringing 3rd parties to in-house training
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Summary Slide

► “Big Deal”

► You operate in a risky environment

► Tendering processes

► Transparency

► Very important

► Know the business

► Know the product

► Use the Finance Department

► Management Accountability 

► Compliance “hearts” the Business
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Summary Slide (cont.)

► Pay close attention

► Employee T&E

► 3rd party due diligence 

► Payments to distributors and wholesalers

► 3rd party arrangements (contract sales)

► Sponsorships, donations, discounts

► Go to market activities

► Value-added items and services

► Staying ahead

► Best Practice Sharing

► Other Third Parties

► Other Areas
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Final thought

Purely rule based systems are not attractive, so

they fail

Merely values driven ones are not lifelike so they

fail



Open for Questions

Thank you!


